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Abstra t. In this paper, we address the question of providing se urity proofs for signature s hemes in the so- alled random ora le model [1℄. In parti ular, we establish
the generality of this te hnique against adaptively hosen message atta ks. Our main
appli ation a hieves su h a se urity proof for a slight variant of the El Gamal signature s heme [3℄ where ommitted values are hashed together with the message. This is a
rather surprising result sin e the original El Gamal is, as RSA [11℄, subje t to existential
forgery.

1 Introdu tion
Sin e the appearan e of the publi key ryptography, in the famous DiÆeHellman paper [2℄, a signi ant line of resear h has tried to provide \provable"
se urity for ryptographi proto ols. In the area of omputational se urity, proofs
have been given in the asymptoti framework of omplexity theory. Still, these
are not absolute proofs sin e ryptography ultimately relies on the existen e of
one-way fun tions and the P vs. NP question. Rather, they are omputational redu tions to and from well established problems from number theory su h
as fa toring, the dis rete logarithm problem or the root extra tion problem, on
whi h RSA relies [11℄.
In the present paper we will ex lusively fo us on signatures. As shown in
the DiÆe-Hellman paper [2℄, the trapdoor fun tion paradigm allows to reate
signatures in the publi key setting. Nevertheless, both the RSA s heme and the
El Gamal s heme are not provably se ure sin e they are subje t to existential
forgery. In other words, it is easy to reate a new valid message-signature pair.
In many ases, this is not really dangerous be ause the message is not intelligible
or does not have the proper redundan y. Still an RSA signature does not prove
by itself the identity of the sender.
The rst signature s heme proven se ure against a very general atta k, the
so- alled adaptively hosen-message atta k whi h will be de ned later in this
paper, has been proposed by Goldwasser-Mi ali-Rivest [6℄ in 1984. It uses the
notion of law-free permutations. We refer to [6℄ for details.
In 1986, a new paradigm for signature s hemes was introdu ed. It is derived
from zero-knowledge identi ation proto ols involving a prover and a veri er [5℄,
and uses hash fun tions in order to reate a kind of virtual veri er. In [4℄,
Fiat and Shamir proposed a zero-knowledge identi ation proto ol based on
the hardness of extra ting square roots. They also des ribed the orresponding
signature s heme and outlined its se urity. Similar results for other signature
s hemes like S hnorr's [12℄ are onsidered as folklore results but have never
appeared in the literature.
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In this paper, we review the basi method for proving se urity of signature
s hemes in the random ora le model [1℄ and surprisingly, we prove the se urity
of a very lose variant of the El Gamal signature s heme.

2 Framework
2.1 Generi Signature S hemes
In a signature s heme, ea h user publishes a publi key while keeping for himself
a se ret key. A user's signature on a message m is a value whi h depends on
m and on the user's publi and se ret keys in su h a way that anyone an
he k validity just by using the publi key. However, it is hard to forge a user's
signature without knowing his se ret key. In this se tion, we will give a more
pre ise de nition of a signature s heme and of the possible atta ks against su h
s hemes. These de nitions are based on [6℄.
Key generation
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De nition 1. A signature s heme is de ned by the following (see gure 1):

G whi h, on input 1k , where k is the se urity
parameter, produ es a pair (Kp ; Ks ) of mat hing publi and se ret keys. It
is lear that G must be a probabilisti algorithm.
the signing algorithm  whi h, given a message m and a pair of mat hing
publi and se ret keys (Kp ; Ks ), produ es a signature. The signing algorithm

{ the key generation algorithm
{

might be probabilisti , and in some s hemes it might re eive other inputs as
well.
{ the veri ation algorithm V whi h, given a signature  , a message m and a
publi key Kp , tests whether  is a valid signature of m with respe t to Kp .
In general, the veri ation algorithm need not be probabilisti .
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Signature s hemes often use a hash fun tion f . In this paper, we will only
onsider signature s hemes whi h, on the input message m, produ e triplets
(1; h; 2) independent of previous signature. In those triplets (1 ; h; 2), h is
the hash value of (m; 1) and 2 just depends on 1, the message m, and h. This
overs the ase of Fiat-Shamir [4℄, S hnorr [12℄ and many others. In some ases,
1 or h an be omitted, but we will keep them for more generality.

2.2 Atta ks
We will only onsider two di erent s enarios involving probabilisti polynomial
time Turing ma hines, the no-message atta k and the adaptively hosen message
atta k (see gure 2).
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Fig. 2. Atta ks

In the former, the atta ker only knows the signer's publi key. In the latter, he
an dynami ally ask the legitimate user to sign any message, using him as a kind
of ora le. For the resistan e against adaptively hosen message atta ks, whi h is a
stronger requirement, we will use the possible simulation of the legitimate signer,
whi h relies on the honest veri er zero-knowledge property of the identi ation
s heme.

2.3 The Random Ora le Model
As we already pointed out, signature s hemes often use a hash fun tion f
(e.g. MD5 [10℄ or SHS [8℄). This use of hash fun tions may have been motivated
by the wish to sign long messages with a single signature. A ordingly, the requirement of the fun tion was ollision freeness. It was later realized that hash
fun tions were an essential ingredient for the se urity of the signature s hemes.
Still, in order to a tually provide su h a se urity proof, stronger assumptions
seem to be needed and several authors (e.g. [4℄ and [1℄) have suggested to use
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to hypothesis that f is a tually a random fun tion. We follow this suggestion
by using the orresponding model, alled the \random ora le model". In this
model, the hash fun tion an be seen as an ora le whi h produ es a random
value for ea h new query. Of ourse, if the same query is asked twi e, identi al
answers are obtained. Proofs in this model ensure se urity of the overall design
of a signature s heme provided the hash fun tion has no weakness.

3 The Ora le Replay Atta k
In this se tion, we will prove a key lemma, whi h we all the forking lemma and
whi h will be repeatedly used in the sequel. This lemma uses the \ora le replay
atta k": by a polynomial replay of the atta k with the same random tape and
a di erent ora le, we obtain two signatures of a spe i form whi h open a way
to solve the underlying hard problem.

Lemma 1 (the forking lemma). Let A be a Probabilisti Polynomial Time
Turing ma hine, given only the publi data as input. If A an nd, with nonnegligible probability, a valid signature (m; 1; h; 2), then, with non-negligible
probability, a replay of this ma hine, with the same random tape and a di erent
ora le, outputs two valid signatures (m; 1; h; 2) and (m; 1; h0 ; 20 ) su h that
h 6= h0 .
Remark 1. Probabilities are taken over random tapes, random ora les, and in

some ases, over messages and keys.

Before we prove this result, we state a well-known probabilisti lemma:

Lemma 2. Let A  X  Y , su h that Pr[A(x; y )℄  , then there exists
su h that
i) Pr[x 2 ℄  =2
ii) whenever a 2 , Pr[A(a; y )℄  =2

X

With this lemma, we an split X in two subsets, a subset
onsisting of
\good" x's whi h provide a non-negligible probability of su ess over y , and its
omplement. We now return to the forking lemma.

Proof. We assume that we have a no-message atta ker A, whi h is a probabilisti

polynomial time Turing ma hine with a random tape ! . During the atta k, this
ma hine asks a polynomial number of questions to the random ora le f . We
may assume that these questions are distin t, for instan e, A an store questions
and answers in a table. Let Q1; : : : ; QQ be the Q distin t questions, where Q
is a polynomial, and let 1; : : : ; Q be the Q answers of f . It is lear that a
random hoi e of f exa tly orresponds to a random hoi e of 1 ; : : : ; Q. For a
random hoi e of !; 1 ; : : : ; Q, with non-negligible probability, A outputs a valid
signature (m; 1; h; 2). It is easy to see that the probability for the pre ise query
(m; 1) not to be asked is negligible, be ause of the randomness of f (m; 1). So,
the probability that the query (m; 1) is one of the Qi's, e.g. Q , is non-negligible.
Sin e is between 1 and Q(n), there exist a and a polynomial P su h that
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Fig. 3. The forking lemma

the probability of su ess, over !; 1 ; : : :; Q , with Q = (m; 1) is greater than
1=P (n) (see gure 3).
With su h a , using lemma 2, we get the existen e of a non-negligible
subset
of \good" ! 's. For su h a \good" ! , the probability of su ess, over
1; : : :; Q, with Q = (m; 1), is greater than 1=2P (n). With su h and !, using
lemma 2 again, we obtain the existen e of a non-negligible subset R ;! of \good"
(1 ; : : :;  1 )'s. For su h a \good" (1 ; : : :;  1 ), the probability of su ess of the
atta ker, over  ; : : :; Q , with Q = (m; 1), is greater than 1=4P (n). Then, with
su h , ! and (1; : : : ;  1 ), if we randomly hose  ; : : : ; Q and 0 ; : : :; 0Q ,
with a non-negligible probability, we obtain two valid signatures (m; 1; h; 2 )
and (m; 1; h0 ; 20 ) su h that h 6= h0 ; this uses the fa t that k (n)  log n.
Finally, with a random hoi e of ; !; 1 ; : : :;  1 ;  ; : : : ; Q and 0 ; : : :; 0Q ,
we obtain, with a non-negligible probability, two valid signatures (m; 1; h; 2 )
and (m; 1; h0 ; 20 ) su h that h 6= h0 .

4 The Fiat-Shamir Signature S heme
We will now apply the lemma to the Fiat-Shamir signature s heme in order to
prove its se urity against no-message atta ks. This result is outlined in [4℄ and
we in lude it for the reader's onvenien e.

4.1 Des ription
Firstly, we des ribe the single key Fiat-Shamir signature s heme [4℄:
{ the key generation algorithm: for a se urity parameter k , it hooses two
large primes p and q whi h are kept se ret and omputes their produ t N
and de nes a random hash fun tion f with a k -bit output. Then, it hooses
a random s 2 ZZ=N ZZ and publishes its square v = s2 mod N . N and f are
publi and s is the se ret key.
{ the signature algorithm: in order to sign a message m, one generates k random numbers, ri 2 ZZ=N ZZ for i = 1; : : : ; k , omputes their respe tive squares
xi = ri2 mod N as well as the hallenge h = (e1 : : : ek ) = f (m; x1; : : :; xk ).
From these data, one sets yi = ri se mod N and outputs 1 = (x1; : : : ; xk )
and 2 = (y1; : : :; yk ). The signature is (1 ; h; 2).
{ the veri ation algorithm is as follows: for a given message m and a given
signature 1 = (x1; : : : ; xk ), h = (e1 : : :ek ) and 2 = (y1; : : : ; yk ), it he ks
whether h = f (m; 1 ) and yi = ri se mod N for all i.
i

i
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4.2 Proof of Se urity
From the forking lemma we easily get a proof in the random ora le model.

Theorem 1. Consider a no-message atta k in the random ora le model. If an
existential forgery of the Fiat-Shamir signature s heme is possible with nonnegligible probability, then fa torization of RSA moduli an be performed in polynomial time.

2 be the integer to fa tor. Let us hoose s 2R =N , and let
v = s mod N . If an atta ker A an break the Fiat-Shamir signature s heme,
then by using the forking lemma, he an obtain two valid signatures (m;  ; h;  )
and (m;  ; h0 ;  0 ), su h that h =
6 h0. From this, we get i su h that hi =6 h0i, say
0
hi = 0 and hi = 1. We get yi = xi mod N and yi0 = xiv mod N . If we let
z = yi0yi mod N , then z = v = s mod N .
Sin e the algorithm annot distinguish s from other roots, we on lude that,
with a probability 1=2, g d(z s; N ) provides a fa tor of N .
Proof. Let N
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Remark 2. Be ause of the easy simulation of the ommuni ation with an honest

veri er, even in the ontext of the parallel version of Fiat-Shamir, the proof of
se urity against adaptively hosen message atta ks is straightforward.

5 The Modi ed El Gamal Signature S heme
The original El Gamal signature s heme [3℄ was proposed in 1985 but its se urity
was never proved equivalent to the dis rete logarithm problem nor to the DiÆeHellman problem. Using the forking lemma, we will prove the se urity of a slight
variant of this s heme.

5.1 Des ription of the Original S heme
Let us begin with a des ription of the original s heme [3℄:

{ the key generation algorithm: it hooses a random large prime p of size

n

and a generator g of (ZZ=pZZ) , both publi . Then, for a random se ret key
x 2 ZZ=(p 1)ZZ, it omputes the publi key y = gx mod p.
{ the signature algorithm: in order to sign a signature of a message m, one
generates a pair (r; s) su h that g m = y r rs mod p. To a hieve this aim, one
has to hoose a random K 2 (ZZ=(p 1)ZZ)? , ompute the exponentiation
r = gK mod p and solve the linear equation m = xr + Ks mod (p 1). The
algorithm nally outputs (r; s).
{ the veri ation algorithm he ks the equation g m = y r rs mod p.
?

5.2 Se urity
As already seen in the original paper, one annot show that the s heme is fully
se ure be ause it is subje t to existential forgery.

Theorem 2. The original El Gamal signature s heme is existentially forgeable.
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Proof. This is a well-known result, but we des ribe two level of forgeries:
1. the one parameter forgery: let e 2R ZZ=(p 1)ZZ, if we let r = g e y mod p
and s = r mod p 1, it is easy to see that (r; s) is a valid signature for the
message m = es mod p 1.
2. the two parameter forgery: let e 2R ZZ=(p 1)ZZ and v 2R (ZZ=(p 1)ZZ)? ,
if we let r = g e y v mod p and s = rv 1 mod p 1, then (r; s) is a valid
signature for the message m = es mod p 1.
We now modify this s heme by using a hash fun tion.

5.3 Des ription of the modi ed El Gamal s heme
In this variant, we repla e m by the hash value of the entire part of the omputation bound not to hange, namely f (m; r).

{ the key generation algorithm: un hanged.
{ the signature algorithm: in order to sign a message

m, one generates a
pair (r; s) su h that g f (m;r) = y r rs mod p. In order to a hieve this aim, one
generates K and r the same way as before and solves the linear equation
f (m; r) = xr + Ks mod (p 1). The algorithm outputs (r; f (m; r); s).
{ the veri ation algorithm he ks the signature equation with the obvious
hanges due to the hash fun tion.

5.4 Proofs of se urity
In this se tion, we will see that the modi ation allows to prove the se urity
of the s heme even against an adaptively hosen message atta k, at least for a
large variety of moduli. We let jpj denote the length of an integer p.

De nition 2. Let

the fa torization of p

be a xed real. An -hard prime number p is su h that
1 yields p 1 = QR with Q prime and R  jpj .

Remark 3. Those prime moduli are pre isely those used for ryptographi appli ations of the dis rete logarithm problem.

Se urity against a no-message atta k. Firstly, we study the resistan e of
the modi ed El Gamal Signature s heme against no-message atta ks.

Theorem 3. Consider a no-message atta k in the random ora le model against
s hemes using -hard prime moduli. Probabilities are taken over random tapes,
random ora les and publi keys. If an existential forgery of this s heme has nonnegligible probability of su ess, then the dis rete logarithm problem with -hard
prime moduli an be solved in polynomial time.
Proof. Using the forking lemma, we get two valid signatures (m; r; h; s) and
(m; r; h0; s0 ) su h that g h = rs y r mod p and g h = rs y r mod p. Hen e, we get
ghs h s = yr(s s) mod p and gh h = rs s mod p. Sin e g is a generator of
0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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(ZZ=pZZ)?, there exist t and x su h that g t = r mod p and g x = y mod p. Therefore,
hs0 h0s = xr(s0 s) mod p 1
(1)
0
0
h h = t(s s ) mod p 1
(2)
Sin e h and h0 ome from \ora le replay", we may further assume h h0 is prime
to Q, so that g d(s s0; Q) = 1. Nevertheless, we annot make any further
assumption for r, and a ordingly, two ases appear:

ase 1: r is prime to Q. In this ase, equation (1) provides the Q modular part

of x, x = (hs0 h0 s)(r(s s0)) 1 mod Q. With an exhaustive sear h over
the R modular part of x, we an nd an x whi h satis es y = g x mod p.
ase 2 otherwise, r = bQ with b small. In this ase, equation (2) provides the Q
modular part of t, t = (h h0 )(s s0) 1 mod Q. With an exhaustive sear h
over the R modular part of t, we an nd a t whi h satis es bQ = g t mod p.
We note that t is prime to Q.

At this point, we have a probabilisti polynomial time Turing ma hine M
whi h, on input (g; y ), outputs, with non-negligible probability, x 2 ZZ=(p 1)ZZ
su h that y = g x mod p ( ase 1) or b 2 ZZ=RZZ and t 2 ZZ=(p 1)ZZ su h that
bQ = gt mod p ( ase 2). Probabilities are taken over g, y, and the random tapes
of M. Using lemma 2, let G be a non-negligible set of g 's su h that whenever
g 2 G , the set of y's whi h provides the above witnesses is non-negligible. To
make things pre ise, we onsider both probabilities to be greater than ", where
" is the inverse of some polynomial. Let Ggood be the set of g 2 G whi h lead
to the rst ase with probability greater than "=2. Let Gbad be the set of g 2 G
whi h lead to the se ond ase with probability greater than "=2. We know that
G is the union Ggood [ Gbad .
If Ggood has probability greater than "=2, then we have a probabilisti polynomial time Turing ma hine whi h an ompute, for a non-negligible part of
(g; y ), the dis rete logarithm of y relatively to g .
Otherwise, bad g 's are in proportion greater than "=2. Sin e the set of possible b's is polynomial, we get a xed b and a non-negligible subset Gbad (b)
of bad g 's su h that, with non-negligible probability, M(g; y ) outputs integers b and t su h that bQ = g t mod p. Let g 2 Gbad (b) and y be any number. Running M(g; z ), for random z , we get, with non-negligible probability,
some t su h that g t = bQ mod p. Running M(yg ` ; z 0), for random ` and z 0,
we get, with non-negligible probability, yg ` 2 Gbad (b) and some t0 su h that
(yg ` )t = bQ = g t mod p. Hen e, xt0 = t `t0 mod (p 1). Sin e t0 is prime to
Q, we get x mod Q. After polynomially many trials over the R modular part of
x, we nd the logarithm of y. Then we have another probabilisti polynomial
time Turing ma hine M0 whi h an ompute for a non-negligible part of (g; y ),
the dis rete logarithm of y relatively to g .
Now, let x g and y . Running the ma hine on (g u ; yg v ) with random u and
v, we obtain, with non-negligible probability, an x su h that ygv = gux mod p,
hen e we get y = g ux v mod p. This nally ontradi ts the intra tability assumption.
0
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Se urity against an adaptively hosen message atta k. We now prove a

more surprising theorem about the se urity against adaptively hosen message
atta ks. In the adaptively hosen message s enario, the atta ker uses the signer
as a kind of ora le. If it is possible to simulate the signer  by a simulator S
who does not know the se ret key (see gure 4), then we an make the atta ker
and the simulator ollude in order to break the signature s heme, and, the same
way as before, we an solve the dis rete logarithm.
atta ker II + simulator (S )
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Fig. 4. Adaptively hosen message s enario

Lemma 3. For -hard prime numbers, the signer an be simulated with an
indistinguishable distribution.
Proof. A key ingredient of the proof is as follows: values returned by the random

ora le an be freely omputed and have no orrelation with messages whose
signature is requested.
In this proof, we identify the output set H of random ora les with the set
f0; : : :; 2k 1g and we assume that 2k  Q.
Using the two parameter forgery for the Q modular part, and an exhaustive
sear h for the other part, we an obtain an indistinguishable simulation: we
rst randomly hoose u 2 ZZ=QZZ, t 2 (ZZ=QZZ)? and ` 2 (ZZ=RZZ)?. Then, we
let e = uR mod (p 1), v = tR mod (p 1) and r = (g e y v )g Q` mod p. We start
the simulation again in the (unlikely) situation where r is not a generator of
(ZZ=pZZ)?. This orresponds to separately dealing with the forgery in the two
subgroups respe tively generated by g R and g Q . Mimi king the two parameter
forgery in the subgroup generated by g R , we need to set s = rv 1 mod Q and
h = erv 1 mod Q. For the R modular part, we randomly hoose h mod R until
h 2 H , and we exhaustively sear h for an s whi h satis es gh = yr rs mod p:
taking logarithms, this reads as h = rx + Q`s mod R, so that the number of
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trials is only polynomial. We an easily he k that the triplet (r; h; s) is a valid
signature of a message m as soon as h = f (m; r).
Let (r; h; s) 2 (ZZ=pZZ)?  H  ZZ=(p 1)ZZ su h that g h = rs y r mod p and r
is a generator of (ZZ=pZZ)?. Trying to output this signature through our simulation yields the system of equations

(

hv + re = 0
xv + e = logg r

mod Q
mod Q

If h 6= xr mod Q, then there is exa tly one solution and therefore one way
for S to generate su h a signature. If h = xr mod Q, then S an generate su h
a signature only if r = h = s = 0 mod Q, and Q 1 di erent ways.
Both types of ex eptions ontribute to the overall distan e by some term
bounded by (Q 21)R'(R) whi h is less than 4 n +1  2 n , a negligible value, where
n = jpj

Theorem 4. Consider an adaptively hosen message atta k in the random ora le model against s hemes using -hard prime moduli. Probabilities are taken
over random tapes, random ora les and publi keys. If an existential forgery of
this s heme has non-negligible probability of su ess, then the dis rete logarithm
problem with -hard prime moduli an be solved in polynomial time.
Proof. For ea h simulated signature of

mi, (ri; hi; si), S

is assumed to have
asked f (mi ; ri ) and obtained hi , a new random value. We observe that ollisions of queries happen with negligible probability, therefore, the atta ker annot
distinguish the simulator from the legitimate signer. And then, like in theorem 3, a ollusion of the atta ker and the simulator enables to ompute dis rete
logarithms.

6 Further Results
In this se tion, we mention several additional results: the rst is the extension of
theorem 1 to the adaptively hosen message atta k. Furthermore, be ause of the
possible simulation of the S hnorr s heme, we an prove the following theorem
in the random ora le model:

Theorem 5. If an existential forgery of the S hnorr signature s heme, under
an adaptively hosen message atta k, has non-negligible probability of su ess,
then the dis rete logarithm in subgroups an be solved in polynomial time.
The same results are true for every signature s heme whi h omes from
the transformation of a honest veri er zero-knowledge identi ation proto ol
(Guillou-Quisquater [7℄, the Permuted Kernel Problem [13℄, the Syndrome Deoding problem [14℄, the Constrained Linear Equations [15℄, the Permuted Pereptrons Problem [9℄, et .). For ea h of them, existential forgery under an adaptively hosen-message atta k in the random ora le model is equivalent to the
problem on whi h the identi ation s heme relies .
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